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FRONT PAGE
I must open by thanking all of those members who have either written, called
or mentioned in passing their best wishes for my editorial role, or more recently
or suggestions for future development of
their congratulations,
critisism,
Torch Bearer. I assure you that all comments are equally welcome - they are
the only means of judging whether you, the member, are recieving the kind of
magazine that you want.
I must also thank those members who have answered the plea for articles, or
information for inclusion in the current or future issues. ( That does not mean
anyone who " cannot find the time at the moment ", should be complacent, the
journal needs forty -eight pages each quarter ).
Torch Bearer is in a difficult position when attempting to carry up to date news
items. The fact that it only appears quarterly, with printing, preparation and
distribution adding a further four weeks, means that " Hot off the Press " actually
means a delay from event to receipt of your journal, between four and sixteen
weeks.
for example, after copy has been forwarded for
This can cause difficulties,
printing, one of our sister societies magazines may arrive and completely duplicate
a particular item. Worse still, additional information may become available either
rendering an item incomplete, or erroneous.
The content of other Society journals and duplication concerns me as a member
of both the S. 0. C. and S. P. I. and I am sure that it must cause frustration to
others, however the degree of duplication amongst our memberships is not that
great, so please, those who are members of more than one society, spare a
thought for those who recieve only one magazine - to much reporting must be
better than none !
The factual content of " News " items, ( or new research on previous events ), is
more difficult to control. I will not publish any item as factual without evidence,
the text will always make clear whether an item is opinion, fact, or assumption.
I hope to be able to make greater use of illustrations ( often the best evidence ),
and to this end, I ask all contributors to send more illustrations than they may
consider necessary with any item, ideally in an enlarged format, ( reducing for
inclusion in Torch Bearer is far more successful than enlarging ).
Once published, any item can appear factual unless the true status is made clear,
subsequent printing of corrections is never acceptable because the original text
may still be seen in isolation:
How many of us as novices have sought the
" elusive " 1908 Stadium cancellation ? Bob Wilcock finally ending our search, by
publishing his research.
{ The 1908 Stadium cancellor was actually prepared, and an impression was
struck in the proof books now held gl the National Postal Museum, London.
further research was required to find that the room designated for the Post Office
at the Stadium was later seconded for a changing room ! The cancel was never
put into service. Ed.
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NEWS FROM MEMBERS
Following the return of South Africa to the Olympic Family, an area of potential
collectable items has also returned. Reporting of any items beyond basic stamp
issues has been minimal over the past thirty years. It is therefore very pleasinc
to be able to illustrate a commemorative cover and cancellation for the TWO
OCEANS MARATHON, a 56 km. race celebrating it's 25th anniversary.
The publicity for this cancellation was provided by member Naomi Beinart, and
unfortunately missed the May issue due to an earlier than usual deadline ( as a
consequence of Lillehammer ). Naomi has kindly made arrangements for a small
number of covers to be held until October for the benefit of Society members.
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The issue took place on the 31st March 1994, the cancellation features the logo
of the event — two stylised athletes, with the date and text.
The cover is an attractive item to illustrate long distance running, and may be
ordered from: Comcover, Two Oceans Marathon, P. O. Box 1566, Cape Town,
South Africa. at a cost of £2.50 or US $4.00.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Member Dick Frost, Gerona, Church Road, Grandborough, Rugby CV23 8DH,
wrote earlier in the year ;
" With ten years' magazines of the SOC in my library, I am finding it very difficult
to find specific information on personalities and individual sporting events. I have
just started to prepare an index of just personal names and individual sports and,
with luck, this should be completed within the next couple of months. I anticipate
that it may run into 2500 to 3000 entries, which would mean 50 to 60 pages
In condensed format, two pages per A4 sheet side, this would fit onto 15 A4
sheets. Quite large I think you will agree.
For my own purposes I will not need to print this listing, but you may wish to
consider how members would respond to this being available. "
Members interested in this listing should write to Dick at the above address, with
an addressed envelope ( A5 or larger ), enclosing £1.00, and an allowance for
postage costs.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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GAMES OF THE VIII OLYMPIADE
The articles that follow are the first of
a series based on a dossier by Claude
Jamet assisted by Bruno Mouchelet,
published in Timbroscopie in February
1992, translated and edited by Bob
Wilcock, and reproduced with the
express permission of the Chief Editor
Georges Bartoli.
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The quality of the articles and the
number of readers make Timbroscopie
the leader of the European philatelic
magazines. All the illustrations are in
full colour, and the S. O. C. cannot do
justice to them in black and
white. Those interested
in obtaining the original
full colour articles may
purchase them by writing
to:
Timbropresse
( Librairie Service ),
33 rue de Chazelles,
75850 Paris Cedex 17,
France
requesting issue No. 88
( Feb. 1992) and enclosing
payment of 35 Francs.
In preparing the dossier
for Torchbearer additional
information and illustrations
have been added from a
number of other sources
including Timbroscopie of
July / August 1984,
the
Philatelic History of the
Olympic Games by Ernest
Trory,
the book on the
Canepa collection published
by C I F T in Italy,
and
S. 0. C. member Rene
Christin in relation to the
postmarks. In total the
articles will represent a
comprehensive survey of
the philately of the 1924
Olympics.
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After

All

The

Problems....
They Mounted The Podium:

While the French stamps for Albertville '92 may not have generated much
at least they did
enthusiasm with their uniformity and their lack of inspiration,
not provoke widespread press reaction. , Back in 1924 the Olympic stamps, the
created rather more ripples, the
first ever French commemorative stamps,
leading papers of the period and not just the philatelic monthlies spat blood at
the " dirty - green " 10 centimes stamp on which " a Greek escaped from Fi-Fi
[ a comic operetta ] extends an arm that is too short and has an air of a wooden
statue.... This spineless gigolo dominates a peculiar object - supposed to be a
stadium - and a Triumphal Arch erected on the hill of Montmartre ".
A hail of bullets greeted the 25 cent " of a bizarre red, obtained no doubt by a
mixture of some nasty cheap red wine with water from St. Martin's Canal " and
showing " a crabby - faced woman dressed in some off - the - peg gown
purporting to be Paris incarnate ".
Only the 30 centimes stamp received any approval,
and this was the only one
that was not an original design but a reproduction of the statue of the Greek
athlete Milon de Croton.
As for the 50 centimes, it joined the two lower values
on the pillory with the figure's " too short arm " and " baby's head ".
However it was the text " 8e Olympiade " that aroused the most widespread
protest.
The stamps were not honouring the four year Olympiad,
but " The
Games of the 8th Olympiad " and that text would have been far more correct.
This sort of confusion persists today, and is perhaps more easily tolerated,
but at the time . a philatelic magazine protested : " It is intolerable that totally
ignorant people are charged with prbducing stamp texts; they could at least seek
the advice of competent people - and there are none in postal administration or at least informed people "...!

50 RUi DL OPANIMONT
rELEPH LOUVRE 43 GO

PARIS

AD TEL OLvmPiLO . PARIS

In defence of the French Post Office, the series was produced ( as that of 1992 )
with the collaboration of the French Olympic Committee who were better placed
than any to spot the error.
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The Post Office did not play the game:
To better understand the manner in which the series was issued, we need to go
It was in 1921, at the I. 0. C. Session which took place
back a little in time.
in Lausanne from 1 to 15 June, that the French Olympic Committee were
awarded the honour of organising the Games of the 8th Olympiad 1924. Very
but the
quickly they requested the French Post Office to issue special stamps,
reaction was very hesitant ; never before had France issued stamps announcing
Without doubt the responsible minister saw the issue as representing
an event.
he imposed two conditions ;
in agreeing,
publicity for the Games because,
firstly ; the French Olympic Committee had to bear the cost of designing and
engraving the stamps. Secondly, the period of sale was restricted to just a few
months, to 31 July 1924, and the stamps were rendered invalid for postage after
30 September 1924.

NAJD' DE LOI
Anorri

PAR LA CDAMIWP. DES DI1PUTKS,

ADOPTS AVPC MODIFICATIONS PAR LE SbiAT,

relatif a remission de timbres-poihe specianx d roccasion
del Jeux olympiques de 1924,

TEXTE

DEFINITIF

La Charnbre des Deputes a adopte le projet de loi
dont la teneur suit :
4
•

Article premier.

A l'occasion des Jeux elympiques de 19214,454 autoriski l'emission
de timbres-poste speciatix de 10, 25, 30 et 50 centimes,',et' de cartes
postales de 30 centimes, dont la duree de 1' alidite eat fixee au
30 septem bre 19211.

The opening part of the official notice , announcing the issue of the stamps and
In effect an act of parliament was
postal stationary card is reproduced above.
and the notice indicates that the proposals by the lower house, the
necessary,
were modified by the upper house, the Senate. The
Chamber of Deputies,
complex procedures perhaps help explain why, when postage rates were changed
the values of the Olympic stamps were not
prior to the issue of the stamps,
altered — it would have needed another act of parliament !
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The 10c. stamp was issued on
1 April 1924 along with the 25c.
shown here With first day
Olympic postmark.
The 30c.
and 50c. were not ready until
23 May, ( after the opening of
the Games on 3 May ). Initially
the 50c. was to have depicted
the Arena of Nimes, but it was
hardly appropriate to have a Roman arena in provincial France to symbolise a
Parisian event inspired by ancient Greece ! At the last minute the design was
drOpped as a result, and the subject of the athlete taking the oath substituted.
As this design had been intended for the 30c. value, the Milon de Croton statue
was then adopted.
Conscious of profit, the Post Office proceded to make very limited printings, to
Independently and inopportunely, they also
reduce the risk of unsold stamps.
At a stroke the 30c. and 50c. values
changed the overseas tariffs from 1 April.
intended for overseas postcard and letter were without precise postal uses.
Despite this, these values were retained in the redesign for the issue on 23 May.
This explains the relative scarcity of used stamps, and the notable rarity of single
It also helps to explain the appearance, in
stamps correctly used on cover.
June and September, of the stamps surcharged for use in Syria and Grand
All stamps of course that philatelists eagerly collected. Even before
Lebanon.
the Post Office hoped
knowing the outcome of the general sale of the stamps,
to make a profit of 300,000 Francs, quite a handsome sum, simply from stamps
bought by collectors never to be used in the post. Having refused to take any
of the financial risks from the operation, the Post Office were determined to make
deducing that France's first commemorative
the maximum gain. From that,
stamps would not have seen the light of day but for the prospect of profit, it is
but a short step
An exceptional item !

A registered cover with eight 10c. stamps sent from Luzarghes to
Pontoise on 31 March 1924,
one day before the official release.
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But what of the Games themselves
Nurmi the Legend and French chauvinism
Instead of a stadium for 100,000 initially planned, the public had to content
themselves with one of just 60,000 capacity at Colombes in the inner suburbs of
Paris.
Indeed the intervention of the President of the Republic,
Alexandre
Millerand ( sic ) was also needed, without which the Games would have been
transferred to Los Angeles !

10 — STADE OLYMPIQUE DE COLOMBES
Vue generale de la Piste

The competitions opened - badly - on 3 May ( two months before the official
Opening Ceremony ) with the rugby tournament. Only three teams competed and
overcame the French
in the final the Yankees, all American Football players,
and ... were almost lynched by the crowd ! Principle having lost out, rugby was
promptly removed from the Olympic programme.
and happily in the 10,000 metres the Finn Ritola bowled
Athletics fared better,
over the public. Disinterested at first, the whole stadium rose for the last few
laps. Ritola lapped many of the other runners, who in the words of one
reporter " seemed to be running backwards ",
and broke his own world record
by over twelve seconds.
The hero of the Games though was Ritola's compatriot Paavo Nurmi ; five gold
medals of which two were won just an hour and ten minutes apart in the 1,500
metres and 5,000 metres. Two days later, the 10,000 metres cross country was
another near disaster of an event with sixty percent of the competitors dropping
out with exaustion and worse from the scorching heat. Only Nurmi seemed,.
unaffected, and remarkably went on to win another medal the very next day in
the 3,000 metres team race.
Less legendary perhaps the Englishman Harold Abrahams became the first
European champion in the 100 metres - an event even then dominated by the
Americans. Scotland's Eric Liddell brdke the world record in the 400 metres.
Their stories were graphically told in the film Chariots of Fire. Not yet a film star,
twenty year old Johnny Weissmuller was a star in the swimming, and between
races put on a comedy diving act with his partner Stubby Kruger !
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The very particular style of Harold Osborn.

Nurmi leading Tous of the U S A
ti
Johnny WeiSsm011er on the podium
after the 400 metres crawl.

Another American, Hart Hubbard,
became the first black Olympic champion
with his victory in the long jump.
His compatriot Harold Osborn won the high
jump with a technique that was to say the least original even if it was not
prohibited by the rules ; jumping with a sideways roll he took advantage of the
fact that the bar was flexible and fixed so that it only came off forwards, to
push it downwards with his hand in mid jump !
And the French ? They shone in fencing and swimming and merit honourable
mention in weight — lifting and gymnastics,
notably taking the gold for the
sidehorse vault, the one and only time the event featured in the Olympics. They
were disappointed in tennis,
the sport's last appearance as an Olympic event
until 1988,
the Frenchman Henri Cochet losing in the final to the American
Vincent Richards. Julie Vlasto could not match the 1920 Gold of Suzanne Lenglen
having to be content with Silver, losing in the final to the rising American star
Helen Wills.
Finally, it was in Paris 1924 that Pierre de Coubertin announced his retirement
as President of the I. O. C. — with bitter disappointment no doubt at the lack of
sportsmanship of the French public
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The STAMPS
Technical Details
Designed by E. Becker.
10c. and 50c. engraved by C. Parison.
25c. and 30c. engraved by G. Daussy.
Printed by the French Government Printing Works, Paris in two colour typography.
Unwatermarked paper.
Printed in sheets of 150, cut into half sheets of 75, each of three panes of 25
stamps ( panes 5 x 5 ).
10c. and 25c. issued 1 April 1924 - horizontal 40mm x 23mm; pert. 14 x 131/2.
30.c. and 50c. issued 23 May 1924 - vertical 23mm x 40mm; pert. 131/2 x 14.
All values withdrawn 31 July 1924, invalid for postage after 30 September 1924.
Numbers issued have been reported as varying from 45,000 for the 30c. value
The 30c. figure must be incorrect, since it is
to 9,000,000 for the 25c. value.
also reported that 80,000 sets were overprinted for use in Syria and Grand
Lebanon. It is certainly the scarcest value, but it is a guess whether the figure
should be perhaps 450,000 or even 4,500,000.
1994 cat. value:
10c.
Athlete giving Olympic salute, with stadium and
Triumphal Arch in the background.
**
£ 2.50
*
Yellow - green frame, green background.
£ 1.20
S. G. 401; Yv. 183; Mich. 169.
£ 0.70
25c.

Female figure with model of Victory of Samothrace,
Notre Dame Cathedral and Pont Neuf ( bridge ) in
the background.
**

£ 3.75
£ 1.80
£ 0.35

**

£ 16.50
£ 7.50
£ 7.00

Dull carmine frame, deep carmine centre.
S. G. 402; Yv. 184; Mich. 170.
30c.

Statue of Milon of Croton.
Black frame, deep carmine centre.
S. G. 403; Yv. 185; Mich. 171.

50c.

Victorious athlete.
Blue frame, ultramarine centre.
S. G. 404; Yv. 186; Mich. 172.

10c. bisect on cover
to make 15c. rate.

u.
**
u.

£ 47.00
£ 21.50
£ 3.75

Single colour 10c. proof
( note ' France ' not included )

Three preliminary designs
by Becker

Unissued ' Nimes Arena' design by Becker:
frame, and two — colour essay

Victorious athlete design proof
( 30c. ) in insipid orange colour

teal

IMILYMPIADE
Proof of Milon de Croton design

Single colour 25c. essay

25c. centre ( ' France ' added )

*IA
FRANCI (\
r
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Varieties
There are numerous examples of displaced centres caused by imperfect registration
of the two colours in printing, the effect can be quite startling on some stamps,
and produces the variety " 19241 " on some 25c. stamps.
A number of sheets were issued
There are also numerous perforation varieties.
imperforate deliberately ( a normal practice with French stamps ) ( 1994 catalogue
The 25c. stamp is known accidentally imperforate or part
value c. £ 1000 ).
imperforate. There are major displacements with the perforations cutting the stamp
( especially on the 25c.) falling
designs, and less dramatic but more common,
between the frame and the designer's and engraver's names, with the result that
A pane in the Canepa
these are " lost " or appear at the top of the stamp.
collection suggests that one reason for the perforation varieties is because the
perforation comb dimensions were slightly less than the intended stamp size ;
but the perforation
stamps may be correctly positioned at the top of the pane,
gradually creeps up the stamps.
There are overprints for Syria and Grand Lebanon detailed in a later section.
There are also commercial perfins.
10c.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
I)

Printed on thin transparent yellowish paper;
Offset print on gummed side;
Vertical lines of colour to left of ' F ' in ' RF ';
Bar of colour joining ' RF to frame;
Break of frame below ' Y ' of ' OLYMPIADE ', and small spot under
first ' S ' of ' POSTES ';
Break above ' P ' of ' PARIS ',
Break in frame at left of ' P ' in ' POSTES ';
Thin bar of colour joining frame lines at left of ' P ' in ' POSTES ';
' FRANCE ' obscured;
Oblique perforation;
Perforated three sides only;
Imperforate joined to normal.

30c.

a)
b)
c)
d)

Printed on thin transparent yellowish paper;
Double printing of centre;
Gummed on both sides;
Paper folds.

50c.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Printed on thin greyish pper;
Offset print on reverse side;
' 5 ' of ' 50 ' and ' RF ' jbined to frames by bars of colour;
Stamp bisected by perforations;
Perforations at oblique angle;
Imperforate joined to normal;
Perforated twice.
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25c.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

printed on thin yellowish paper;
partly printed on gummed side ( offset );
' Ring on finger ' and broken ' 9 ' in 1924 ( stamp 49 of left - hand
half sheet );
White line under ' PARIS ' and white spot above ( stamp 70 of
right - hand half sheet ); Perforation affected by paper fold.

Varieties of 10c. :—
Ring on finger and broken ' 9 '
( stamp 49, left half sheet )

Varieties of 25c. :—
Accidentally imperforate

• ViliVrell

White line under ' PARIS '
( stamp 70, right half sheet )

" 19241 " and even more dramatic
registration error

Irliilt••• •

•
•

V1110LYMPI

Names at top of stamp >,
POSTE&

Varieties of 50c. :—
Imperforate on cover
( one of five examples known )

Mis—registation of centre
( left — side text under frame line )

' 5 and ' R ' joined to frames "
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Shades:
10c. Yellow - green and grey - green.
Deep yellow - green and green.
Pale green and green.
25c. Carmine and rose - red.
Deep carmine and carmine red.
Rose and pale rose.
30c. Black and dull red.
Grey - black and brown - red.
50c. Blue and pale ultramarine.
( the stamp appears almost
monochrome )
Deep blue and bright ultramarine.
Black - blue and ultramarine.
Sheets and layout
•

The diagrams show half sheets with
stamps
numbered
( for positional
varieties ).
The perforations continue
between the three panes. This, and
the line between, enables identification
of the individual panes.

50

The left hand half of a sheet of
horizontal stamps has a wider left hand margin with stitch holes, and
three irregular holes punched under stamp
no. 71; the right - hand half has a wider
margin at the right, and three irregular
holes punched under stamp no. 75.
In the case of vertical stamps, the top half
sheet has the wider margin at the top, and
holes to the right of stamp no. 55.
The
bottom half sheet has a wider bottom margin
and holes to the right of stamp no. 75. ( the
holes in the illustration are holes punched
later for filing )
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Half sheet of vertical stamps with vertical panes.
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Half sheet of horizontal stamps
with horizontal panes

Tariffs - stamps on cover
The lists that follow give postage rates applicable during the period of validity of
the stamps, 1 April 1924 to 30 September 1924. Changes of tariffs meant that
the 30c. and 50c. had no regular use by themselves, and these stamps are
particularly difficult to find correctly used on cover except with other stamps to
The listing indicates rates for the value of individual
make up appropriate rates.
stamps, used singly or in multiples.

10 cent singly
Postcard five words maximum; printed paper rate, first step, urgent Inland :
183 days ( 1.4.24 - 30.9.24 )

Overseas : " Cecogramme ", printed in Braille for the blind 183 days ( 1.4.24 - 30.9.24 )

10c. x 2 ( 20c. tariff )
Printed paper second step urgent; samples, first step; poste restante
Inland
fee; receipt; ordinary postcard 183 days ( 1.4.24 - 30.9.24 )

Overseas : Postcard to Belgium or Spain 183 days ( 1.4.24 - 30.9.24 )

Postcard to Switzerland 14 days ( 1.4.24 - 14.4.24 )

10c. x 3 ( 30c. tariff )
Printed paper rate third step; illustrated postcard, late posting fee Inland :
183 days ( 1.4.24 - 30.9.24 )

Overseas : Printed papers, second step; airmail surcharge to Belgium, first step
183 days ( 1.4.24 - 30.9.24 )

Postcard to Switzerland 169 days ( 15.4.24 - 30.9.24 )

10c. x 4 ( 40c. tariff )
Inland :
Letter with late fee; fee for registered post restante; fee for insured
letter ( " Valeur Declaree " ) up to 1,000 Francs .
183 days ( 1.4.24 - 30.9.24 )

Overseas : Letter to Luxembourg with late fee
183 days ( 1.4.24 - 30.9.24 )

Letter to Switzerland 169 days ( 15.4.24 - 30.9.24 )

10c x 5 ( 50c. tariff ) : see 25c. x 2.

25c. singly
Inland :
Letter rate,
late fee -

first step;

advice of receipt;

postcard with five words

183 days ( 1.4.24 - 30.9.24 )
Air surcharge first step, via Antibes to Ajaccio in Corsica 70 days ( 23.7.24 - 30. 9.24 )
Overseas : Letter to Switzerland 14 days ( 1.4.24 - 14.4.24 )
Letter to Luxembourg, Belgium, Spain and airmail surcharge to
London from Paris 183 days ( 1.4.24 - :.30.9.24 )
Airmail surcharge first step for Switzerland ( flying from Lyon to
Geneva or Lausanne ) - 67 days ( 26.7.24 - 30.9.24 )

25c. rate but too late !
The stamp was invalid
after 30 September, so
was not cancelled and
50c. postage due was
demanded
( had the
letter just been overweight postage due
would have been 40c. )
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25c. x 2 ( 50c. tariff )
Airmail
samples third step;
Inland :
Printed paper fourth step urgent;
surcharge first step for Algeria and Morocco ( then part of France )
183 days ( 1.4.24 - 30.9.24 )

Airmail letter first step for Corsica (Antibes - Ajaccio );
surcharge for Tunisia ( Antibes - Tunis ) -

airmail

70 days ( 23.7.24 - 30.9.24 )

Overseas : Airmail surcharge first step for Spain, Netherlands, Great Britain ( via
Marseilles ), Czechoslovakia ( via Strasbourg ) 183 days ( 1.4.24 - 30.9.24 )

Airmail surcharge first step for Italy
70 days ( 23.7.24 - 30.9.24 )

25c. x 3 ( 75c. tariff )
airmail
picture postcard registered;
Inland :
Pneumatic mail first step;
late fee letter third step; airmail'
surcharge for 20g. up to 500km;
letter first step for Algeria and Morocco 183 days ( 1.4.24 - 30.9.24 )

Airmail letter first step to Tunisia ( Antibes - Tunis ) 70 days ( 23.7.24 - 30.9.24 )

Overseas : Letter first step ( general 'tariff ); business documents;
advice of
receipt; registration fee; printed papers fifth step; airmail surcharge
for printed papers and packets to Czechoslovakia ( via Strasbourg ) 183 days ( 1.4.24 - 30.9.24 )
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25c. x 4 ( 1 franc tariff )
Letter fifth step; letter poste restante fourth step; express surcharge;
Inland :
20g.. airmail letter for up to 500km 183 days ( 1.4.24 - 30.9.24 )
Overseas : Letter fifth step to Luxembourg; letter fourth step poste restante to
Luxembourg; registered letter to Belgium or Spain; advice of receipt
requested after posting; airmail letter to Great Britain ( via Paris ) 183 days ( 1.4.24 - 30.9.24 )
Airmail letter to Switzerland ( via Lyon to Geneva or Lausanne ) 67 days ( 26.7.24 - 30.9.24 )
25c. x 5 ( 1.25 franc tariff )
Express letter; pneumatic mail second step; 20g. airmail letter up to
Inland :
800km; airmail surcharge for a 20g. letter for over 800km 183 days ( 1.4.24 - 30.9.24 )
Overseas : Airmail :- Letter for Great Britain ( via Marseilles ); letter to the
Netherlands; letter for Czechoslovakia ( via Strasbourg ) 183 days ( 1.4.24 - 30.9.24 )
70 days ( 23.7.24 - 30.9.24 )
Airmail letter to Italy 30c. singly
Printed paper rate third step; illustrated postcard, late posting fee Inland :
131 days ( 23.5.24 - 30.9.24 )
Overseas : Printed papers, second step; airmail surcharge to Belgium, first step;
131 days ( 23.5.24 - 30.9.24 )
postcard to Switzerland 30c. x 2 ( 60c. tariff )
Letter third step; printed papers fifth step; registration fee; late fee
Inland :
131 days ( 23.5.24 - 30.9.24 )
letter second step Overseas : Printed papers fourth step; letter to Luxembourg third step 131 days ( 23.5.24 - 30.9.24 )
30c. x 3 ( 90c. tariff )
Overseas : Registered overseas postcard (5 words or less ) and printed papers 131 days ( 23.5.24 - 30.9.24 )
30c. x 4 ( 1.20 franc tariff )
Registered letter third step; invoice by express mail; poste restante
Inland :
131 days ( 23.5.24 - 30.9.24 )
letter fifth step 30c. x 5 ( 1.50 franc tariff )
Inland :
Airmail letter up to 20g. over 800km 131 days ( 23.5.24 - 30.9.24 )
Air express letter for Corsica ( Antibes - Ajaccio ) 70 days ( 23.7.24 - 30.9.24 )
Overseas : Overseas registered letter; express fee; business and printed papers
fifth step registered; airmail letter to Belgium 131 days ( 23.5.24 - 30.9.24 )
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A 100 % Olympic cover .
60 c. postage for 50 -100 grammes, plus 60 c. registration :
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Rare : 2 x 10 c. to Luxembourg
at Belgian rate prior to
preferential ta'fiff June 1924.
The commonest 25 c. rate, but note the
perfin ' B F I ' for ' Banque Francaise and
Italienne ( and Opening Ceremony date )
50c. singly
Airmail
samples third step;
Inland :
Printed paper fourth step urgent;
surcharge first step for Algeria and Morocco 131 days ( 23.5.24 - 30.9.24 )
Airmail letter first step for Corsica (Antibes - Ajaccio ); airmail
surcharge for Tunisia (Antibes - Tunis) 70 days ( 23.7.24 - 30.9.24 )
Netherlands,
Great Britain
Overseas : Airmail surcharge first step for Spain,
( via Marseilles ), Czechoslovakia ( via Strasbourg ) 131 days ( 23.5.24 - 30.9.24 )
Airmail surcharge first step for Italy
70 days ( 23.7.24 - 30.9.24 )
50c. x 2 ( 1 franc tariff )
Letter fifth step; letter poste restante fourth step; express surcharge;
Inland :
20g. airmail letter for up to 500 km 131 days ( 23.5.24 - 30.9.24 )
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Overseas : letter fifth step to Luxembourg; letter fourth step poste restante to
Luxembourg; registered letter to Belgium or Spain; advice of receipt
requested after posting; airmail letter to Great Britain ( via Paris ) 131 days ( 23.5.24 - 30.9.24 )
Airmail letter to Switzerland ( via Lyon to Geneva or Lausanne ) 67 days ( 26.7.24 - 30.9.24 )
50c. x 3 ( 1.50 franc tariff )
Inland :
Airmail letter up to 20g. over 800 km 131 days ( 23.5.24 - 30.9.24 )
Air express letter for Corsica ( Antibes - Ajaccio )
70 days ( 23.7.24 - 30.9.24 )
Overseas : Overseas registered letter; express fee; business and printed papers
fifth step registered; airmail letter to Belgium 131 days ( 23.5.24 - 30.9.24 )
50c. x 4 ( 2 franc tariff )
Inland :
Pneumatic third step; express letter fifth step; express air letter up to
20g. for up to 500km 131 days ( 23.5.24 - 30.9.24 )
Overseas : Airmail letter to Czechoslovakia via Paris 131 days ( 23.5.24 - 30.9.24 )
50c. x 5 ( 2.50 franc tariff )
Inland :
Express airmail letter up to 20g. over 800km
131 days ( 23.5.24 - 30.9.24 )

OLYMPINES
MM a JUILLET

1924

Registered letter sent from the Olympic Village with Daguin cancel,
single - line handstamp, and two line handstamp used on the
registration label ( note also missing names on 25c. stamp from
perforation mis - alignment ).
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LONDON 1948 - A MYSTERY POSTCARD ?
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This " postcard " has been ruled by hand to divide the back and provide lines for
the address space. It has been postally used on the 14 August 1948 - the last
day of the Games. It was acquired with two covers, each franked with a set of
the Olympic issue. All items were mailed to the same address, suggesting that
they were all prepared by a collector.
The card is printed in a glossy dark green ( almost like an oil paint, rather than
ink ), and the printing is built up on the surface, not absorbed into the relatively
coarse card. The Olympic Rings have been hand coloured, possibly in pencil.
This item has obviously been adapted for use as a postcard - the mystery therefore is the origin of the printed card. Can anyone help by identifying the source
of the card ? As an example, it could be cut from the front of a box of some
kind. Any responses will be reported.
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THE I. O. C. CENTENNIAL 1994
Bob Farley
The International Olympic Committee was created in the Greard Hall of the
Sorbonne University in Paris on the 23rd June 1894, the genesis of the Modern
Olympic movement.
To help commemorate the centennial all member postal administrations of the
'Universal Postal Union were invited by the I. O. C to include a commemorative
stamp ( or series ) in their 1994 programme.
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The invitation was obviously extended on the basis of achieving worldwide
as it was not restricted to the postal administrations of nations with
publicity,
This will possibly be the first occasion on which
National Olympic Committees.
stamps incorporating the Olympic Rings or other protected devices have been
issued by nations outside the Olympic movement with their blessing.
The designs of centennial issues will no doubt include references to many of the
individual olympiads,
and will provide many opportunities to illustrate the early
I envisage many collectors scanning new issue
Games with ' legitimate ' issues.
listings in search of items to overcome the lack of affordable material relating to
the 1894 — 1912 period.
Issues began to appear early in 1994,
some were included in series with other
designs for the Olympic Winter Games in Lillehammer, others will no doubt also
appear in series commemorating other anniversaries.
For this reason collectors
seeking specific items, or those hoping to form a new section within their current
collection, will need to be vigilant for many months.
The fact that issues are being produced in response to an I. O. C. invitation will
also produce conflict.
For example, should the issues of a postal administration
such as Jersey in the Channel Islands be included in an Olympic Exhibit ?
Perhaps members would like to offer their views.
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Many stamp issues will also be supported by commemorative postmarks, another
potential source for the collector searching for ways in which the early history of
the Modern Olympic movement may be displayed.
The copy illustrated from Germany could be used in many ways as it includes a
postmark and text relating to the formation of the I. O. C., and also a facsimile
of the signature of Baron de Coubertin.
The recording of any postal markings or cancellations is far more difficult than
maintaining a listing of stamp issues, the popular philatelic press worldwide only
provides such information for its own domestic postal authority in any detail. On
this occasion many collectable items are likely to eminate from countries without
any form of domestic philatelic press. In this area, exchange of information can
be of great value.
Baron de Coubertin will obviously feature on many of the issues for the I. O. C.
centennial, and the amount of material available for a section within collections
on the subject of the founder of the I.-0. C. is likely to at least double during
1994. It will be interesting to see if any other founder members of the Committee
are honoured by their own nations.
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Society postcard number 5 has been produced to
which also
commemorate this important event,
• coincides with our own tenth anniversary.
The card features the well known photograph of the
original Olympic Committee, it has been printed in
sepia, specifically to allow use as a maximum card.
( The usual black and white would render any
postmark almost invisible ).

'/KniA27,0

Cards are available at £ 0.60 each plus postage for
mint copies, or a limited number at 1.60 each
plus postage used as maximum cards with the Paris
23 June 1994, first day postmark.

skaue.s...tLic G.GI1

The French stamp issue took place on the actual
date of the centennial, with the stamp going onto
general sale the following day ( 24 June ).
The release took place at a temporary post office
at the Sorbonne. A Philatelic Document ( A4 format )
and a First Day Notice ( A5 format ), were released
on the same day.
The temporary office offered a full range of postal
services,
but only offered the I. O. C. Centennial
stamp for franking. It is probable that all items
mailed at this office will be franked with multiples
of the stamp, rather than correct rates.
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The French stamp issue and associated wares, will be the main items to
display, when considering the I. O. C. centennial, because of the link to
the original venue. Perhaps it is unfortunate that the registration label used
at the Sorbonne is identified as ' Bureau Obliterations Philateliques - Paris '.
is over-franked to the nearest multiple of the
The cover shown { right
issued stamp, correct postal rate being 25.80 francs, 2.80 postage plus
23.(X) registration. The reason that many such items are over-franked for
French issues, being that the special cancellation is only permitted to be
The temporary
used for the cancellation of the stamp to which it relates.
offices for the official first day of release only sell the stamp for which
they are installed, and they rarely have any other cancellor.

Cong

On this occasion however, it is possible that correctly franked, covers will
because the temporary office operated under the identification of
exist,
the Bureau Obliterations, and a circular date stamp was available for
cancelling receipts. Collectors arriving with their own stock of make up
values may have been lucky
4
PL

The cover shown { below } illustrates an alternative cancellation used with
the stamp. There is a permanent Post Office in the south of Paris,
actually called Paris Olympiades. It was of course necessary to purchase
stamps at the Sorbonne, and then travel to Olympiades to obtain the
23 June cancellation, on correctly franked mail.
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The postcard shown { right },
was produced by Society
member J—Cl. Sizler, and
makes a very attractive
maximum card.
It is amazing how watchful
collectors can be, whilst
engaged in preparing items
for cancellation. This card
attracted a lot of attention
at the cancellation counter
A lucky Finnish lady, the first
to enquire, went away with
my only spare copy.
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Fortunately perhaps, a major postcard
fair took place in Paris on the 17 - 18
June. This gave an opportunity to visit
the Stadium at Colombes, and resulted
•
in a chance visit to the local museum.
The museum not only had a permanent
display on the 1924 Games, but their
- • current display celebrated the centennial
of the Colombes Sporting Club.
y(400
A visit to the museum is recommended
I,
if visiting Paris, The displays include
some fascinating material.
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The coincidence of the two centennials,
and the 70th anniversary of the Paris
seemed to suggest that Colombes was
a further possibility for the itinerary on
June 23.
However with only one or two minutes
spare, the counter clerk who accepted
a registered cover was less cooperative
when he realised further items were
being prepared ! A very limited number
of items were mailed, but any protest
about the lack of ink on cancels, or
the angle of the date-stamp would
have been futile.
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GRENOBLE 1968 — HOST NATION POSTAL MARKINGS — part_ 2
Rene Christian
Part 1 of this listing in the May issue provided illustrations of cancellations used
facilitate the postal service during, and later
by La Poste to commemorate,
Generally
celebrate the anniversary of the Olympic Winter Games in Grenoble.
such cancels are the most clearly documented of postal markings — although a
number should certainly be considered scarce, and difficult to obtain.
This section of the listing provides details of franking meter marks, and some
lesser known markings.
Cross references to previous publications are given where possible, as in Part 1 :
prefix {Wi} = Winternheimer
prefix {It} = Italian journal,

Straight

undated cancels

Cancels of this type are utilised for two main purposes, firstly to identify the
office of origin on registration vignettes — particularly smaller offices where low
Secondly, on incoming mail
usage would not justify " personalised " printings.
to cancel items which have escaped cancellation during the sorting and delivery
process.
The examples shown are philatelic strikes, which prove the existence of this type
of cancel for two of the Annex Offices, it follows that they exist for the others;
can any of our members confirm this ?

GRENOBLE R. P ANNEXE 2

38-6RENORE R.P. ANNEXE 5

.38-155

Franking Meters — in use before and during the Games.

•.....

GRENOBLE-

)ItEPUFAIOUE
rriAtsicAlsE

posTes

Ca pliale
Olymplque

{It} C
{Wi} F 1.

( struck in red )

SR 06 49

38 GRENOBLE R.P. / ISERE / GRENOBLE / Capitale / Olympique /
Olympic flag
Machine SR 0649
Used by the Town Hall from late 1966 until 1972.

{It} CA.3 L'ALPE D'HUEZ / ISERE / 1850m 3350m / l'alpe / d'huez / HIVER ETE
{Wi} =
SKI / OFFICE DU TOURISME TEL 80-20-13 / Stylised sun and
Olympic rings.
Machine NB 1890
{It} CA.1 L'ALPE D'HUEZ / ISERE / 1850m 3350m / l'alpe / d'huez / HIVER ETE
{Wi} F 2.a SKI / OFFICE DU TOURISME TEL 80-20-13 / Stylised sun and
Olympic rings.
Machine NAW 124
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{It} CA.2 38 L'ALPE D'HUEZ / ISERE / 1850m 3350m / l'alpe / d'huez / HIVER ETE
{Wi} F 2.b SKI / OFFICE DU TOURISME TEL 80-20-13 / Stylised sun and
Machine NB 1890
Olympic rings.
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38 L'ALPE D'HUEZ / ISERE / 1850m 3350m / l'alpe / d'huez / HIVER ETE
{It} =
{Wi} F 2.c SKI / OFFICE DU TOURISME / Stylised sun and Olympic rings
Machine NB 1890
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= PARIS— 60

{It}

CD.5 PARIS - 60 / FOURNISSEUR / OFFICIEL / EXCLUSIF DES / JEUX /
OLYMPIQUES / ELECTRO - ACOUSTIQUE / PHILIPS
{Wi} F 7
Machine CG 0168
I REPUBLIQUE
FRANCAISE
o'EKCI

ocs

r ttla 01. PPV;h4f

*000

D..-rtP

l POSTES

OF ClIENOSLE

211V70 LILLE.R.P.
{Wi} =
{Wi} F 5.a
{Wi} F 5.b

LILLE.R.P. / PHILIPS / FOURNISSEUR OFFICIEL / DES / Xe JEUX
OLYMPIQUES / D'HIVER / DE GRENOBLE / Emblem of the Games
{It} =
(i)
Machine M 0875
{It} CD.1 (ii) Machine MW 6065
{It} CD.2 (iii) Machine MG 7798

-37-10uRS
CARE MID

(e" --'n'',.‘ PHILIPS

, .IFFLOMAGE

*030
POSTES

-7 X69
1 24

•
{It} CD.4 -37-TOURS / GARE (I&L) / PHILIPS / FOURNISSEUR OFFICIEL / DES
{Wi} F 8 ? / Xe JEUX OLYMPIQUES / D'HIVER / DE GRENOBLE / Emblem of the
Machine MG 14322
Games
{It} CD.3 STRASBOURG QUAI DE PARIS / PHILIPS / FOURNISSEUR OFFICIEL /
{Wi} F 5.c DES / Xe JEUX OLYMPIQUES / D'HIVER / DE GRENOBLE / Emblem of
Machine M 0875
the Games
MARSEILLE / PHILIPS / FOURNISSEUR OFFICIEL / DES / Xe JEUX
OLYMPIQUES / D'HIVER / DE GRENOBLE / Emblem of the Games
Machine ?

{It} =
{Wi} =

,̀.: O( PHILIPS
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030

POSTES
I

M.0871

41/11112 :NANCY- SIJEAN
{It} =
{Wi} =

{it} =
{Wi} =

NANCY - ST JEAN / PHILIPS / FOURNISSEUR OFFICIEL / DES / Xe
JEUX OLYMPIQUES / D'HIVER / DE GRENOBLE / Emblem of the
Machine M 0871
Games
ROUEN / PHILIPS / FOURNISSEUR OFFICIEL/ DES / Xe JEUX
OLYMPIQUES / D'HIVER / DE GRENOBLE / Emblem of the Games
Machine M 10640
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GRENOBLE 1968
X" JEUX OLYMPIOUES
D'HIVER
{It} CG
{WI} F8
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POSIES,

SR 0918

92 NEUILLY S/SEINE PPAL / H. DE SEINE / OLIDA / FOURNISSEUR /
OFFICIEL / GRENOBLE 1968 / Xes JEUX OLYMPIQUES / D'HIVER /
emblem and inverted Olympic rings.
Machine SR 0918
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FRANCAISE

ANCEL

*030

FOURNISSEUR

ES
N 5964
L7OST

A

OFFICIEL

{It} = 67 STRASBOURG MEINAU / BAS-RHIN / DESSERTS / ANGEL /
{Wi} = FOURNISSEUR / OFFICIEL / Emblem of the Games.
Machine NA 5964
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*030
POST ES
SR 5702

{It} = 94 CHOISY LE ROI / VAL DE MARNE / Suchard / FOURNISSEUR /
{Wi} = OFFICIEL / Emblem of the Games.
Machine SR 5702
RE PUBLIOUE
FRANCAISE

DFFICIFI OES
q90 FOHNISSEUR
XEsJEUX RAPINES D'iiIVER

*30
POSTE-5

G05 40

23. 1.68 =75 - PA RIS •112 =
{It}

CF =75 - PARIS 112 = / Suchard / FOURNISSEUR OFFICIEL DES / Xes
F 6 JEUX OLYMPIQUES D'HIVER / Olympic rings.
Machine G 0540
REPUBLIOUE1
FRANCAISE
N 308 68

JEUX OLYMPIQUES 1968
Fournisseur Agret

030
POsTE5

{It} = 92 LE VALLOIS PERRET / H. DE SEINE / JEUX OLYMPIQUES 1968 /
Fournisseur Agree / Olympic rings.
{Wi} =
( Calmettes coffee )
Machine P 1494
REPUBLIOUE.
FRANCAISE

Xe JEUX OLYMPIOUES
VIA

GENEVE

PAR

SWISSAIR
{It} CC 75 PARIS 96 / R. GLUCK (9E) / Xe JEUX OLYMPIQUES / VIA GENEVE
{Wi} F 4. PAR / SWISSAIR
Machine T 3181
{It} =
PARIS 92 / VOTRE PLACE auk / jeux olympiques d'hiver / de GRENOBLE
{Wi} = par / LES AGENCES DE VOYAGES WAGONS- LITS//COOK / AGENT
OFFICIEL DE VENTE / part of'snowflake" from the Grenoble emblem.
Machine N 1011
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PARIS 92
28. 6 67

{It}

=

PARIS 92 / VOTRE PLACE aux / jeux olympiques d'hiver / de GRENOBLE
{WI} = par / LES AGENCES DE VOYAGES WAGONS— LITS//COOK / AGENT
OFFICIEL DE VENTE / part of "snowflake" from the Grenoble emblem.
Machine NW 1836
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The following additional information can also be added to Part 1 ( May 1994) :
- The reason that Les Deux Alpes had hexagonal daters was because before
the Olympics it was only a seasonal post office.
—The Villard de Lans slogan ( Wi E8a ) without " 38 " in the dater section exists
the new dater was introduced on the
for one date only ( 12 April 1967 ),
following day.
— The illustrated circular date stamp was used during
the World Bobsleigh Championships. This was to be
Problems discovered
a proving event for the run.
during the championships led to redesign and some
extensive modifications of the track for the Olympics
A slogan postmark also exists for these championship S.
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40th ANNIVERSARY OF THE FIRST SUB—FOUR MINUTE MILE
David Buxton
How about this for the line up for the Mile Race — Filbert Bayi ( Tanzania ),
Eamonn Coghlan ( Ireland ),
Kipchoge Keino
Chris Brasher ( Great Britain ),
( Kenya ), Chris Masback ( U. S. A. ), Jim Ryan ( U. S. A. ), Peter Snell ( New
Zealand ), Bruce Tulloch ( Great Britain ), Pekka Vasala ( Finland ), and Thomas
Wessinghage ( Germany ). Between them they held twelve world records, seven
and four Olympic Silver Medals in addition to a number
Olympic Gold Medals,
of European and Commonwealth Titles. I am dreaming you may say, money
could not bring so many legends together even if you had a time machine to
do so. On Saturday 7th May 1994 this was the line up for the Pentland Mile at
Iffley Road, Oxford.
May ? Iffley Road, Oxford ? A familiar ring ? This was the climax to three days
of celebrating the first sub—four minute mile run by Sir Roger Bannister on the
1954 on the same track.
Celebrations which,
with one exeption,
6th May,
every living mile record holder and many other athletic legends met in Oxford and
London to take part in. On Thursday 5th May, 1994 a number of World Record
holders met in Oxford to visit the Hey Road Track and have a drink at Vincent's
Bar on the High ( membership open only to those who have gained a blue at
Oxford and where Sir Roger
celebrated his record with a
glass of water ! ) and lunch at
the Randolph Hotel. On Friday
6th May a Mile Gala Dinner at
the Grosvenor House Hotel in
London where there were tele-vised recordings of all the Mile
eterapilll
Records in the past forty years
and interviews with the runners,
and then the Pentland Mile.
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Many- of the runners were
champions at the time that I
used to run on the same Iffley
Road Track for my club. I first
asked Bruce Tulloch for his
autograph at Iffley Road just
after he became European 5,000
metre champion and I watched
Kip Keino, Jim Ryan and Pekka
Vasala compete at Munich in
1972 where I first collected
Olympic Postcards. So I went
to bathe in nostalgia, honour
the great runners and perhaps
get the opportunity to obtain a
few autographs on my
postcards !
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The Pentland Mile ( Pentland own G. T. Law who were the sports outfitters used
by Sir Roger during his record run ) was a handicapped race with only Eamonn
Coghlan running a full mile. The winner was Kip Keino who received a 280 year
old golden guinea presented by Sir Roger. All the runners signed my postcards
with several making comments about them ( Pekka Vasala signed the back so as
not to spoli the card ) and Sir Roger signed a special commemorative card. The
weather was similar to the actual race day forty years earlier.
In 1954, Sir Roger Bannister was a medical student running for the A.A.A against
Oxford University. He had planned for a record attempt at his old university and
was aware that John Landy of Australia was also near to breaking the record.
The decision to attempt the record was made at 6.00 p.m. in the evening when
Chris Brasher led the field through the
the wind dropped.
After a false start,
first two laps ( the first lap in 57.5 seconds and the half—mile in 1 minute 58
seconds ) and Chris Chattaway led through the three—quarter mile mark in
3 minutes 4 seconds. Sir Roger Bannister took the lead with 300 yards to go
and crossed the line to be supported by many friends and spectators.
The
announcement of the result was made by Norris McWhirter of Guinness Book of
Records fame and must rank as one of the understatements of famous statements.
" Winner of event 9,
the one mile,
R. G. Bannister representing the A.A.A., a
former Oxford University student in a new track,
English,
British,
British
allcomers, European, Commonwealth and world record time of three minutes ....'
and after the cheers of the crowd faded he added " 59.4 seconds "
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LILLEHAMMER

—A

collectors diary ( Part 2 )

Bob Farley
Continuing the record of our searches and encounters in Norway. Part 1 took us
to the mid point of our visit,
the party being myself, my wife Brenda, Claire
and Andrew — Brenda's daughter and son—in—law, and John Larmer an S 0 C
member from Canada.
19th February
For us a free day, for John the Men's Free Programme at Hamar. We spent the
day visiting Gjovik to seek out " Cavern " postcards that we had seen through the
windows of closed shops during our previous visit, until closing ( which was still
at 1.00 pm in Gjovik on Saturdays ). We then decided to try Hamar and spent
the rest of the afternoon browsing, adding to the tally of postcards, with the
obligatory visit to the Post Office ( just in case !). The Post Office proved fruitful,
a maxi card was on sale for Olympic Aid, featuring J. Koss and his Albertville
achievements — postmarked 13.2.94 to honour his first success of the Lillehammei
Games. Despite requests and a search by the staff, the card could not be found
mint.
John carried the mail into
LE 1992
GULLMEDALJE IS
AL R
Prolympia for cancellation,
E 1992
SOLVMEDALJE 10 00 M ALB
then went on to Hamar for his
event.
The evening comparisons of
" finds " was interesting, we
had both acquired Coca—Cola
commemorative glasses in
Hamar, one from a bric—abrac shop, the other being
cheaper, included in the price
of a drink.
20th February
The Ice Dance Training at the
Northern Lights Hall in Hamar
gave us an opportunity to use
the car, while John set out
for the Two Man Bobsleigh,
armed with our covers and
instructions for mailing at the
Temporary Post Office ( and
the benefit of our experience
from the previous week on
the connections for buses ).
Due to my rather casual attitude to prompt arrival for a training session, we were
Brenda and ,Claire eventually
not at the Hall in time for Torville and Dean.
acknowledged my continued existence after the Canadian pair provided a superb
exhibition of items not permitted in their routine ( and my agreement to them
returning for the following days session ).
The Northern Lights Hall appears rather stark from outside, but contains a superb
rink. The informal nature of the training sessions allowed us to explore.
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Andrew again proved valuable, whilst queuing for coffee, he noticed an exchange
of stickers, and returned with two Polish items.
The exterior appearance of the building completely changes when illuminated, the
view shown on a number of postcards fully justify it's name. The combination of
vertical timber strips and vertical strips of lighting with the curvature of the walls
do indeed give an impression of the Northern Lights ( as the Lillehammer logo ).
Later in Lillehammer, whilst collecting the daily Hugin newspaper, we noticed that
a number of new postcards had been added to the official series.
21st February
For John a two event day, Aerials at 1.00 pm,
and Ice Hockey at 8.00 pm.
Brenda, Claire and Andrew left at the crack of dawn for Hamar ( a wasted effort
as Torville and Dean were on almost last ). I was free to visit Lillehammer, before
returning to collect Brenda and set off for the Ice Hockey at 8.00 pm.
The morning visit yielded more finds in the snow, a sticker for Sion ( 2002 bid ),
a business card for Graz Styria ( 2002 bid ), and a ski pass card with Olympic
advertising. A visit to NOR Sparebanken yielded a copy of their envelope ( with
Olympic logo ).

Lillehamm.
Olympiske
Alpinanlegg, Hatell/
Kvitgell

4411k
p

Lillehammer'94
0

.;1•i

-; IvZ-1

Offisiell
Of,- hank

SION
2002
(7)\
VALAIS-WALLIS

sparchank,n

ENKEL-2 KU
15.05.94 V

SWITZERLAND

A ski pass, front and back

The Sion sticker ( 70* 101 mm )

John mailed covers from the Temporary Office at the Aerials event, Brenda mailed
covers from the sub—office in Hamar that John had found earlier.
The second visit to Lillehammer in the evening was to prove even more fruitful.
Whilst preparing a number of french postcards for cancellation at Prolympia, we
met with Mai, — the only Norwegian I now know collecting Olympic postcards.
After a brief discussion and exchange of cards, a further meeting was arranged
for Hamar, promising an opportunity to see promotional material issued during
the previous three years.
The Ice Hockey at Hakon Hall provided an opportunity to visit the daily medal
ceremony enroute at the adjacent International Area. The television screens in the
foyer also provided the Ice Dance results, along with rumours of an illegal lift.
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On returning to Moelv ( after a further battle for places on a coach ), Claire gave
us us her version of the Ice Dance and her opinion of the judges. The debate
continued late into the night and led to the formation of our superior judging
method for the womens event - far more simplistic and based on the number of
times that certain parts of the anatomy touch the ice. Suffice to say that on our
points system, Katarina Witt achieved at least a silver, and subject to a slowmotion replay, possibly a gold ( proving our system ! ).
I should add that John, being a follower of skating, was rather bemused ( and
I think amused ), by our remarks when watching the televised highlights of
subsequent events.
22nd February
John had a ticket for short track in the evening, we had a free day, that was
now committed to a return trip to the dentist in Gjovik. We decided to take the
car, but found it was absolutely dead, and then discovered that we were had
missed the last bus to make the appointment. We eventually arrived at the surgery
to find that the dentist had finished for the day ( I suspect that despite her show
of annoyance, Brenda was actually relieved ).
A walk around Gjovik produced all sorts of goods to which
unofficial stickers for the Winter Games '94 had been added
since our previous visits. I was not particularly surprised by
the eagerness with which a number of slabs of chocolate
were purchased " to obtain the stickers ".
This unofficial logo subsequently appeared on postcards,
and as a block of four stamp sized, perforated vignettes.
When we returned to the house, the car had been jumpstarted by a local garage at a cost of 600 NKr. - not a
good day.

1\1011V/11W

John was returning later each day,
he now fully realised
the benefits of being last out of the venues,
daily programmes, used tickets,
and other items forming part of his daily collection, along with new aquisitions
from pin trading.
23rd February
For Brenda and I, an eagerly awaited visit to the Viking Ship ( preceded by a
meeting with Mai ). Claire and Andrew decided to explore Moelv, and walk down
to ( and on ) the lake, whilst John headed for Lillehammer loaded with all of our
covers.
The meeting with Mai produced a number of cards issued by official suppliers,
spelling errors on official cards ( later corrected ), an official card with the wrong
photographer credited - which led to the card being withdrawn and destroyed
( after a very limited quantity were sold and cancelled ). If this had been a security
printed item, Mai would now be rich !
Following an exchange of cards, and the enrolment of Mai to the Society, she
led us to the Town Hall where she managed to persuade the receptionist that we
deserved copies of their envelopes in Arying sizes, all of course with the Games
logo - for later use.
Th e Viking Hall proved to be a n excellent venue, spectators were entertained
throughout the event, any interval was filled by local children performing a
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pageant on the history of skating, the introduction of previous Olympic champions,
or barrel jumping on skates - never a dull moment !
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The event was visible from all spectator positions, which in combination with the
visual impact of the exterior, must make this one of the best designed sporting
venues anywhere in the world.
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I also managed to obtain a copy of the registered prepaid envelope used by
NOR to distribute tickets within Norway from the lady seated behind us - a far
better day !

That evening when comparing finds with John, I think that we had a definite
advantage, John's departure was drawing near, but his day was still to come !
To be continued.
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LIBRARY NEWS

Kenny Cook - Society Librarian
I am pleased to report the arrival of two new philatelic additions to the library
which are reviewed below.
Philately on Olympic Suomi ( Finland )
Vsevolod Furman

( weight 230 gr. )

Vsevolod kindly donated a copy for review to the library, for which he recieves
the thanks of the Society.
This is the definitive work on Finnish Olympic Philatelic History,
with something
for everyone, the postal history buff,
the stamp collector and the thematic
collector.
It is bound with soft covers, in A4 ( 210 * 295 mm ) format,
and
contains 68 informative pages, each printed in two languages (fortunately one is
English ).
The work contains a quantity of good illustrations, and is divided into four clear
chapters.
The first, " The National Olympic Committee ",
starts with the formation of the
Finnish Olympid Committee in 1906 - 7 and then gives a brief history of their
early successes. It then deals with the finanting and construction of the National
Stadium which was to host the 1952 summer games, and concludes with details
of postage meters and cachets used in Finland during recent years.
The second, " If there had not been a World War II ", this is a real gem
A brief history of the award process for the 1940 Games intended to be staged
Descriptions of the various types of illustrated envelopes that were
in Helsinki.
followed by the roller cancellations of the Helsinki Post Office, and
available,
then the meters used by the Organising Committee. For me the highlight is the
report on the competition held to select the design of the planned 1940 Olympic
some of which I have never
Stamp. There is a page of the winning designs,
seen before. The text provides evidence that some of the designs were printed.
The third, " Thanks SUOMI ", is devoted to the 1952 Games, A giving details of
who actually used those meters we have all seen in auction €atalogues.
The
printing figures and details of the Olympic stamps are given, with a very detailed
listing of the lettered event cancels ( a must for every serious collector ), and
finally details of stamps that depict competitors from the Helsinki Games.
The final chapter, " Olympic Glory ", is devoted to stamps issued by Finland and
other countries that show Finnish athletes in their moment of Olympic glory. This
is followed by details for collecting cancellations with the relevant dates of those
achievements - is anyone collecting date cancels of British gold medals ?
This is a book which should find a plape on all Olympic collectors shelves. The
only fault that I can find is in the translation, in some cases it is necessary to
read through a number of times to fully comprehend the text - this does not
however prevent me giving a rating of excellent, congratulations Vsevolod !
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Olympia - Luftpost No. 4
Gunter Sauer

( weight 100 gr. )

The latest in the series of Olympic air mail catalogues, dealing with the 1988
Games in Calgary and Seoul. The majority of covers listed were carried on the
flights taking Olympic teams to the Games. All have brightly coloured cachets,
mostly in gaudy designs, although I must admit that one or two are very
For the collector who
attractive. If this is your forte, the book is essential.
specialises in the 1988 Games, it will be possible to find items to add to your
collection ( always remember that many of the items illustrated may have greater
interest on their backs in the form of receiving marks ).
A copy is now available from the library, give it a try !
There are still a few copies of the current library list in stock, with an updated
listing due early next year. - In the interim if any of our new members would like
a copy of the current list,
it's first come first served for a stamped addressed
envelope.
-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-O-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-

NIGEL SHIPLEY
31 Malabar Crescent
Eltliam 3095
Victoria
Australia.

PLEASE SEND ,
S4 or S6 U.S.
FOR CATALOGUE.

Tel. 03 439 7964

0 XUEICU4liaa

MU- -TIT

NO PERSONAL CHEOUES PLEASE

CATALOGUE NO 3
AVAILABLE
NOW.
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ISTANBUL 2000
R J Thomas
Istanbul bid for the millenium games in 2000, and was eliminated in the first
round of voting with only seven votes.
The other candidates acknowledged Istanbul as an outsider, but they were then
surprised at the standard of the Istanbul bid.
Perhaps if Beijing had not been bidding, and what appeared as an anti Beijing
vote amongst many members of the I 0 C had not taken place, Istanbul may
have progressed beyond the first round and even into the final round with the
support of the fourteen votes from Asia, and a proportion of those from Europe.
The main feature of the Istanbul bid was that the Games had not previously been
The bid team
staged on the Eurasian border, or indeed in that general area.
campaigned a great deal on the historic status of their city, and it's role as
capital of three major empires. The bid labelled Istanbul as an open air museum.
The second focus of the bid was the environment. The use of any material that
cannot be recycled or renewed was prohibited.
There was however a feeling that this was to be a learning bid, in preparation
for, and mentioning 2004 — possibly a mistake,
acting against any 2000
aspirations.
Istanbul had a high level of government support and backing.
The government
passed an article which is irrevokeable,
guaranteeing funding for the Games,
by contributing 5% of the proceeds of the national lottery, 1% from the lotto,
1% from the proceeds of horse racing,
1% each month from the housing fund,
and 1% from the municipality budget. Company donations were also exempted
from taxes.
Ministers had the power to increase such contributions to a maximum of five
times the initial levels, on this basis the funding of the Games would have been
secured.
The objectives of the bid committee were to plan the best games . ever, without
any deficit — an ambitious,
but not impossible plan.
Facilities already exist
within the city to accomodate the I 0 C members, - the Olympic Family, and
principal sponsors. The city has 45,000 hotel rooms with thirteen five star hotels
under construction — a capacity of over 68,500 hotel beds by the year 2000
Security was raised as a potential problem for Istanbul, but the proposals within
the bid appeared to alay the main areas of concern.
The main critiscism of the bid was the lack of existing facilities. A programme of
major construction work would have been needed to provide the venues.
A 100,000 seat stadium was planned for the ceremonies, possibly the largest of
any planned by the candidates for 2000.
The public were very supportive of the candidature, over 90% of the population
wanting the games to be held in the city. Istanbul also has the youngest
population in Europe with 48% of the eight million inhabitants being under twenty
years of age. The climate was also considered an advantage over some other
candidates.
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Istanbul is undoubtably a city capable of hosting the Games, and has already
commenced a campaign for 2004, although it is not yet officially registered.
Their strategy must concentrate on the design and construction of venues, and
the practical application of their stated environmental policy. Promotional activities
are planned to begin in March 1996.
Istanbul has an exotic charm which surrounded its 2000 bid, with the benefit of
analysis of the failed bid,
it can build upon the foundation of previous efforts.
The staging of the Games in this part of the world will happen - but when ?
The bid motto " Lets meet where the continents meet " could just possibly apply
to the opening ceremony of the 2004 summer Games .
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Member Nikolay Penev, Batah Str. 2 Ap. 1, 9000 VARNA, BULGARIA is searching
all kinds of philatelic material to enhance his collection titled :
" The History of English Football ( 1863 - 1966) ".
Any members who may be able to help should contact Nikolay direct.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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NEWS FROM MEMBERS - BEIJING 2000 BID
Robert Budge writes that Australia was not the only bidding country for the 2000
Olympic Games to have produced phonecards. China also produced a set of 9
cards in the following denominations :
10Y, 15Y, 20Y, 25Y, 50Y, 100Y and 200Y.
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The illustrated postal stationery card was also issued to commemorate the Beijing
bid. The special handstamp is dated June 23, 1993 - exactly three months
before ' D ' Day in Monaco.
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A more open China awaits 2000 Olympics.
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NEWS FROM MEMBERS — BEIJING 2000 BID
Zhuoyu Yuan, provides the following information about some fascinating items ;
Besides the Bid Committee logo handstamp and a relevant meter from Beijing,
a set of four " additional postal charge stamps " advertising the 2000 Olympic Bid
These appear
were issued by a small postal branch office in Anhui province.
to cover costs for additional services, such as registration. Ed.

The first was issued on June 14, 1993. However mail collected at that branch
office had to be cancelled at the county post office, this means that a cancel of
The three line text to the right of the bid
June 15 is actually first day usage.
logo encourages everyone to contribute to the bid for the 2000 Games, the other
three followed on June 23 bearing different promotional texts.
Such stamps came into use only recently and were basically controlled by local
hence there is no clear definition of their usage or the validity of
post offices,
their issue. Unfortunately this set of stamps was banned just two months later by
the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications. As a result of the very limited
printing, and the lack of other philatelic items commemorating the Beijing bid, it
will prove to be a very scarce series.
The following details are known :
Face value :
Size :
Colour :
t

10 cents.
62 * 27 mm
black, yellow, red

Date of Issue

*

* 3032 were subsequently
destroyed.

Period of use

Quantity Issued *

NO 1

14.6.1993

15.6 - 17.8.1993

NO 2

23.6.1993

Never used

NO 3, 4

23.6.1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

NO 1 = 3,600

24.6 (?) - 17.8.1993
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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*

*

*

*

*

NO 2, 3, 4 = 8,400
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

CONGRATULATIONS SYDNEY
Robert Budge
With Sydney being awarded the 2000 Summer Olympic Games on September 23rD
1993 in Monaco, Australia Post produced a pre-paid envelope. The stamp area
has a colour picture of Sydney and the Harbour Bridge with the text Australia on
the left of the picture and Postage Paid at the base.
The left side of the envelope has the emblem of the Australia Olympic Committee
above the text ' Congratulations - Sydney '.

/HIST DAY Of 105
o
5
14 SF/If/Alf t 1993
5505415 NSW 7000

CONt,RA 7 ULAHON5 SYONf

The postmark used for the issue of the envelope features the Sydney Opera
House and the Harbour Bridge, two of Sydney's most famous landmarks. The
envelope is cancelled 24th September, even though the award of the Games
was made on the 23rd because at the time that the announcement was made
it was actually the 24th in Australia ( approximately 4.30 am. ).
The envelope is based on a previous " definitive " issue. Some changes were
made to the text on the back, and the original issue has the words Postage Paid
in black - on the " Congratulations " issue the words are blue.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* ** * * * * * *

* *

*

*

*

*

Another important address for members
THE SYDNEY 2000 SHOP
For any interested members, Sydney now has a shop that sells
exclusively Sydney 2000 Olympic souvenirs, the address is
Sydney 2000 Shop
Shop 157
Festival Market Place
Darling Harbout'
Sydney
New South Wales 2000
Australia.
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*

*

*

*

SYDNEY 2000 SUPPORTERS
Robert Budge
A number of Australian companies were active supporters of the Sydney bid to
stage the millenium Summer Olympic Games.
The bid emblem was used on a number of postal items and other products used
or produced by supporting companies.
The illustrated envelopes were used by The Commonwealth Bank and Australia
Post.
If not delivered please return to
PO Box 9823
In capital city of state of address
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SYDNEY 2000
The print run of the Sydney 2000
Phonecard has now been solid out
It now takes it's place in the ranks
of collectors items.

GOLD SUPPORTER

$5
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AUSTRALIA'S OLYMPIC HERITAGE COIN SERIES
Robert Budge
The Royal Australian Mint is producing a series of six Olympic heritage coins over
a period of three years ( 1994 - 1996 ).
The first issue of two coins is titled " The Champions " featuring Australia's first
Olympic gold medallist Edwin Flack and Australia's first female gold medallist
Sarah ( Fanny ) Durack.
The value of each coin is ten dollars, they are struck in .999 fine silver weighing
20.77 gr. The mintage is strictly limited to only 30,000 sets.

The coins are housed in a leatherette case and come complete with a numbered
the case is designed to hold all six coins from the
certificate of authenticity,
series.
With every order for the coins comes a twelve page colour booklet called
Australian Olympic Roll of Honour ", which is a complete list of every Australian
Olympic medallist from 1896 to 1994.
The two future issues in this series will be ;
1995 - The Living Legends;
1996 - Australia's Greatest Olympics.
The first two coins cost A$ 62.00 plus postage, the remaining coins can also be
at a cost of A$ 56.00
ordered ( on an order form provided with the first issue ),
Orders will be accepted on a first come first served basis. From the
per set.
following address •
Royal Australian Mint
Private Bag 31
Queen Victoria Terrace
Canberra ACT .2600
Australia
From the sale of the coins, ten percent will be donated to the Australian Olympic
Committee,
to assist with funding of the 1996 Australian Olympic Team for
Atlanta.
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Olympic Games
1896 - 1996
Auctions
Want List Service
Always Buying,. elling and Trading
Winner's Medals, Participation Medals, Commemorative Medals,
Badges, Pins, Torches, Official Reports, Posters, Programs, Tickets,
Seals, Books, Postcards, Souvenirs etc.

SEND
$10.00 (Domestic)
$15.00 (Overseas)

FOR OUR NEXT ILLUSTRATED CATALOG
& PRICES REALIZED
Annual Subscription (3 Catalogs) available for
$20.00/yr. (Domestic) & $30.00/yr. (Overseas)

Ingrid O'Neil
P.O. Box 962
East Lansing MI 48826

Tel: (517) 337-1569
Fax: (517) 337-7638r.

Heiko Volk
Olympia-Philatelie
POSTFACH 344 FRIEDRICH EBERTSTR 85
'rel. OG061-4E199
D64715 MIClIELSTADT/ODW

ISSUING PRICELISTS WITH SPECIAL AUCTION SECTIONS

WE ARE THE TOP -

SPECIALISTS
ALL OVER THE WORLD IN

30,000 ITEMS FROM THE OLYMPIC GAMES
1994 LILLEHAMMER,NORWAY

IN OUR STOCK WE HAVE MORE THAN

1895

ATHENS TO

STAMPS-BLOCKS-SHEETS
FIRST DAY COVERS
POSTMARKS
POSTAL STATIONERY
AUTOGRAPHS
PICTURE CARDS

Helko Volk
Olympla-PhIlatelle
Erbacher Strane
0.6120 Michelstad
Besuche nach Vereinharun
06061-4899

VIEW AND PHOTOCARDS
TICKETS
BOOKS AND PROGRAMS
VIGNETTES
PHOTOS
OLYMPIC STICKERS
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